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CASE STUDIES

1. Natural History Museum

Testimonial: 
Steeldeck have been a total pleasure to work with on this job. From start to finish the service we got was first class and they were able to build the seating structure to perfectly match our requirements. We look forward to working with them again. 
Ian Moore - Production Manager at natural History Museum

Copy: 
From 2nd October to the 30th December the Natural History Museum is hosting a very special new play by David Norton called 'The Wider Earth'. It tells the story of Charles Darwin, aged 22, embarking on an adventure of a lifetime on HMS Beagle, setting sail to the far side of the world. Steeldeck put together a purpose built tiered seating structure within the museum made up of 357 of our upholstered tip up seats for the show. 
We wish it continued success throughout its run at such a prestigious and well suited venue.

2.  Manchester International Festival

Testimonial: 
Steeldeck have been fantastic, working with us to deliver the required design whilst dealing with the complexities of the site and reducing the quantity of custom elements needed to deliver the project. Having worked with both the Northern & Southern branches of steeldeck I can recommend the both.
Paul Moore - Senior production Manager - MIF

Copy: 
The beginning of September saw our two teams joining forces to build this seating structure at Mayfield Manchester. It was for Manchester International Festival, which commissions new work by artists from across the world and takes place every two years across the city. The structure consisted of 135 steeldeck platforms over 18 tiers from 7"  to 14', had two large staircases at the rear and was built around the building’s structural columns. The surrounds were then finished with black casement to give it a tidy appearance. 

3. Pendlebury AV

Testimonial: 

Copy:
In mid September our Manchester team took the trip over to sunny Nottinghamshire and the pretty market town of Newark to build this 76 seat tiered auditorium outdoors as part of an open day for a heavy machinery factory. The job was for Pendlebury AV and we hope the day was a big success!

4. Rochdale Town Hall

Testimonial:
Thanks for being so efficient, quick and professional today. 
Richard Delight - Head of Technical at Royal Exchange

Copy: Need to Write

5. Contact MCR

Testimonial: Chasing

Copy:
Contact MCR is a charity-run theatre company fostering the creativity of teens and young adults. Back in August our Manchester branch built these 4 tiered seating units for the organisation over at Campfield market in Deansgate, using a total of 208 of our upholstered tip up seats to create an in the round performance space.

OTHER POTENTIAL JOBS

MIF Mayfield Ramp
In addition to the other work we have done for Manchester International Festival recently we also built this bridge over the railway tracks with ramps at either end to make it fully accessible. This job was at Mayfield Depot, an abandoned train station and now an events venue within spitting distance of Piccadilly.

Jack White - ACC
We were thrilled to be a part of the first fully standing concert at Space by Echo Arena Liverpool, which was none other than the great Jack White. The ACC Liverpool group asked us to come in and build a main stage at 5' with access treads on both sides and integrated monitor wings. We also built the AVP so that the venue could cater for all gig goers, providing compliant ramp and tread access for over 30 wheelchair users. We hope everyone enjoyed the show!

